
The STRAP2GO-system offers a fast, safe and simple solution for the fastening and unfastening of various types 
of cargo in trucks and lorries (trailers with sliding tarpaulin and semitrailers) in combination with DIN EN 
12195-2 tie down straps of 50 mm width.

STRAP2GO

is a brand of:

SAFER
When high loads are fastened the truck driver does not have to throw the straps over the load from the side of the trailer 
with the use of a ladder. With the STRAP2GO-system the load can be quickly and securely fastened with a simple pull on 
the straps. Furthermore the load cannot shift anymore during transport. 
 

FASTER AND LESS EXPENSIVE
Thanks to the STRAP2GO-system, the cargo can be fastened and unfastened more rapidly: 
The sliding tarpaulin has to be opened only on one side. 
The straps are immediately at one’s disposal when loading and the load can be quickly fastened with a simple 
pull on the strap. As the trailer is unloaded the straps are returned into their rest position because of the elastic ropes. 
Therefore they do not form any obstacle as the maximal loading continually remains available. After the trailer is 
unloaded the straps need not be rolled and secured. This results in a time-saving of 30 minutes per load and 
therefore in a reduction of personnel costs!  

NO LOSS OR DAMAGE OF YOUR STRAPS
As the straps are integrated into the STRAP2GO-system, any loss or damage of the straps is impossible.

SIMPLE USAGE
Anyone can work with STRAP2GO! It is a simple fastening system which your truck drivers will quickly get a hang of. 

EASY TO MOUNT
The system can be easily fitted into your trailers. Two bolts (M6) per system suffice

 

OUR TRUMPS

is a brand of:

WORKINGS

APPLICATIONS

The STRAP2GO-system can be used for loading and unloading through the back, but 
also at the side, irrespective of the form of height of the load.

FASTENING
The straps are brought down with a pull and they stay in position above the load, so that they can easily be fastened. 
We advise you to fit 15 sets of the STRAP2GO-systems into a single truck. In this manner any load can be safely fastened.

UNLOAD
After the strap is unfastened, it moves upwards due to 
the elastic ropes, until it reaches the ceiling. Due to 
magnets the straps remain continually in place at the top. 
When not used, all straps are positioned at the side and 
top of the trailer. Therefore the loading space is 
continually and fully available

 


